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The Policy provides institutional support for the implementation of Open Access, by the OUC Library via the KYPSELI repository.

It includes the entire intellectual production of the University and governs:

1. the collection, preservation and the disposal of the intellectual production of OUC in various forms,
2. the quality assurance and long-term preservation of the digital content of the production, and
3. the participation and development of partnerships with international repositories.

The referenced content is hosted and available via the KYPSELI repository utilizing the international Creative Commons framework and based on the following CC Licenses per category (community):

- Publications, Scientific Articles and other content (e.g. conferences, events)
  - Utilization of Creative Commons Licenses (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) "Attribution to Creator-Non Commercial Use-Share Alike",
- Digital Collections
  - Utilization of Creative Commons Licenses (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0) “Attribution to Creator-Non Commercial Use-No Derivatives”, and
- OUC Students’ Doctoral/Master's Dissertations and Undergraduate Theses
  - Utilization of Creative Commons Licenses (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0) "Attribution to Creator-Non Commercial Use-No Derivatives"

Making the University's intellectually produced content available in Open Access allows for exceptions in special cases where publisher, partner or funder terms or other restrictions prevail (e.g. copyright, personal data protection, national security).
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